colleges. In both settings, reading and writing Greek and Latin was the standard prerequisite for a path to prestige. What better way to learn these languages than to read their best practitioners, who could at the same time provide models from history of virtue and vice? John Witherspoon, long-time president of the College of New Jersey (now called and located in Princeton but originally sitting in Elizabeth Town 1746-1747 and then Newark 1747-1756), stated at the beginning of his term, "The remains of the ancients are the standard of taste." In a letter to his son, Witherspoon advised, "A man is not, even at this time, called or considered a scholar unless he is acquainted in some degree with the ancient languages, particularly the Greek and Latin."
Such an education was required "to fit young men for serving their country in public stations."
Serve the earliest United States they did: according to one tally, during Witherspoon's presidency of 1768-1792, we find studying at Princeton ten future cabinet officers, nearly 40 congressmen, 21 senators, a dozen governors, three Supreme Court justices, and many state officials. The classics were also an opportunity for social mobility: when a young John Adams told his father that he no longer wanted to study Latin, his father told him to dig a ditch instead.
After two days, the boy John was back to conjugating verbs. 7 Closer to the story of William Livingston is Yale College, which he attended. Like Harvard and the other first American colleges, Yale's entrance exam sought to discover if the applicant was "duly prepared and expert in Latin and Greek authors, both poetic and oratorical, as also making Good Latin [sic] ." 
John Kean
The papers of John Kean in Liberty Hall display a variety of references to ancient Greece and Rome, as we might expect, but there are also a fair number of references to medieval and even early modern constitutional developments in England. Some are simply off-hand digressions or allusions-teasing, even-while others are more serious. Kean invokes the specter of Caesar to make his point about tyranny, for instance, but it cannot be denied that this champion of liberty (like others of his era) was involved in the buying, selling, and owning of 9 H. In another undated sheaf of musings to be pursued at a later time-they are in pencil and some lines are just a word or phrase-appear "the powers of Caesar," "James 2d," "no election The irony here is that the pope at the time, Benedict XIV (Prospero Lambertini, who reigned as pope 1740-1758) was quite learned in history. He wrote canonization procedures that lasted more than two centuries and was so open-minded that no less a philosophe than Voltaire dedicated a play to him. In this case, at least, Livingston did not quite apply his history lessons to current events so well.
Now moving forward about 20 years, we find another cache of documents where Livingston turned to Greco-Roman pseudonyms and examples to illustrate his points, this time in his favored publishing outlet, the New-Jersey Gazette, starting in the late 1770s. (a goddess of justice), the war-god Mars, the Roman god of fruit trees named Pomona, the great Athenian lawgiver Solon, and Rome's tragic hero Brutus. 40 In a 1783 letter, Livingston favorably referred to Rome's republican government with a senate and elected consuls; the next year, he praised the Roman tax system (albeit under an emperor) that gave tax breaks to married couples and penalized bachelors. In 1788, writing to Yale's president Ezra Stiles, Livingston referred to "my most favourite of all biographers, Plutarch," whose name did, indeed, appear in his book wish list or inventory notes. 41 In an August 1782 essay in the New-Jersey Gazette, he signed his name as Caius to oppose British imports, using the example of Alexander the Great's father from the fourth century BCE. Philip of Macedon, Caius wrote, held that "no city was impregnable into which an ass might enter laden with gold," adding, "and it is said he made himself master of more fortified towns by this sort of artillery, than by the strength of his armies." Livingston fancied himself as a sage and prophet in this letter.
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Why Livingston chose this or that Latin pseudonym for particular topics will likely never be known for certain, but there are some patterns apart from these stylistic flourishes. Livingston had some favorite pseudonyms, turning for instance to Hortensius when his quill turned caustic.
Hortensius demeaned and satirized British officers and officials, including King George III, and even chided rich ladies in Bergen to turn their surplus petticoats into soldiers' uniform pants. 48 He also turned to Scipio to lay down good practices for judicial tenure and to encourage people to pay their taxes, but also to denounce rowdy taverns with gambling. 49 Another example where some clear intent appears is when he chose the name Camillus.
On April 29, 1778, Camillus refuted the importance of recent news of British determination and an increased army, warning that Americans were resolved to resist: "After a struggle of three years, the beam on which were suspended the fate of both countries, has at last turned in favour 
